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About This Game

Pathstow Mystery VR is a mystic adventure game with a touch of horror and built from the ground up for VR. Created as a
SteamVR exclusive it uses all advantages of Room-sca 5d3b920ae0
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padstow mystery vr

Interesting mystery puzzle VR game with a little horror thrown in has teleport and traditional movement options. Graphics are
ok but can be a little dark Some objects can get stuck below floor level and you are unable to pick up. The collisions could be
better with objects It's pretty much the date your mother has set you up with her friend's daughter or son, the one who doesn't
leave the house much. So your mums doing her friend a favor and you have to suffer the consequences. I mean they're ok but
you can do much better, still, it's a recommend because you still score that night. Buy if you're an escape, puzzle, horror,
atmosphere freak.. Content and quality don't justify the price. Feels like EA.. Very nice game with exploration and touch-
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hunting experience. Pros: + atmosphere + music is awesome + many interactive objects + graphic is nice and optimized + you
can't die Cons: - not enough horror, meditative gameplay - cabinet doors physic could be better From my point of view, it is
very nice game with interesting puzzles which requires a lot of attention in looking for clues.. == Review Source -
http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-review-list/occult-detective-thats-pathstow-mystery-vr-review/ Let's play Ep1-Ep2 -
http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-video-list/there-goes-my-trombone-pathstow-mystery-vr-ep1-2/ Let's play Ep3-Ep4 -
http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-video-list/end-nigh-pathstow-mystery-vr-ep-3-4-ending/ == B I have delved into
madness u2013 the madness of puzzles on the HTC Vive and Pathstow Mystery; Itu2019s not a bad thing as the many escape
rooms and puzzle games that exist have already displayed. Pathstow Mystery is a nice mix of u201cescape roomu201d(the first
episode) as well as puzzle solving. Difficulties of the 4 episodes range from simplistic to downright.puzzling(which I guess is the
point!). There is much creative use of VR in this game that you simply could not replicate by using traditional controllers.
Despite buying the game on the idea it was scary, it is actually not such which was fine with me after playing through
Paranormal Activity : The Lost Soul, I was ready for a break from jump scares. The gameu2019s graphics are surprisingly good
despite some odd graphic clippings or objects going flying if you place them in random locations or on top of each other. Audio
of the game actually fits the game quite well with a haunting style track or nice ambiance that doesnu2019t distract from the
gameplay itself. Much of the length of the game isnu2019t so much u201cgameplayu201d but how long you will be stuck on an
episode- this reminds me a lot of most puzzle games. Thinking of The Talos Principle : VR, a puzzle can be 1-2 minutes or 1-2
hours depending if you already know the solution and the same holds true for Pathstow Mystery VR. As far as difficulty, I
donu2019t consider myself a patient person nor proficient at puzzles. I will give a shout out to the developer u201cMystic
catu201d for fielding my confusion on puzzles. As far as episode difficulty, puzzle-wise u2013 Iu2019d rate them anywhere
from fair (as in, I was close but didnu2019t solve without assistance) to no chance in hell(I wasnu2019t even in the ballpark.)
Iu2019d usually give myself 30-45 minutes of trying and running around in circles until Iu2019d give up. How much juice
youu2019ll get out of this game will depend upon how much you can stand running in circles and how fast you can solve the
puzzles blind before you turn to help. For the non-discounted $19.99 price u2013 I have a tough time recommending the game
but I am not a puzzle fanatic either. The attention to detail in the puzzles is top notch and without spoiling much, there is a lot
here that I havenu2019t seen in other games. Considering itu2019s 4 episodes, Iu2019d say at least a couple of them would be
worth $5.00 as an u201cescape roomu201d style game on their own. The game stood out to me as unique and it definitely has a
narrative and vibe going through the game that is memorable even now as I type this review.
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